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Notas para informe sobre la traducción

Titulo: se carga el signo tironiano & aquí y en toda la obra y lo sustituye por ‘y’ lo que merma en
caracterización

5:2 guiones, paréntesis, comillas, puntuación, mayúsculas y sintaxis sigue talante sui generis del
traductor. Al final de la página de la derecha pone paréntesis cuando no hay nada en la
versión inglesa

7:2 la aliteración, tan importante de principio a fin se pierde casi siempre; aquí en la b de «Block
and Blade». «Blade» por «afilada hoja» sería mejor ‘cuchilla’; el frío decimos que corta.

13:6 falta «respond to»
14:8 «Traverse» por ‘día’ parece pobre cuando tenemos ‘jornada’, ¿no?
14:12 «one by one» por «transeúntes» se aleja demasiado del registro
14:13 cursivas del tipo de «them» no respeta ninguna a lo largo de todo el libro con contadas

excepciones, algo que cambia el tono
15:2 añade «¡bueno! a fe mía que esto»
15:10 añade «que éstos frecuentaban»
15:26 «register» por «exteriorizar»
15:29 «I say» por «se excusa Mason» se pasa
15:32 «Foil» por «para hacer que otro parezca mejor por contraste» es definición pura de dicciona-

rio
16:7 «Sailors» por «marineros» sin cursiva; también en línea 33 además de en todo el libro
16:13 «eminencia» añadido
16:14 comillas por cursiva
16:27 «pregunta Mason» añadidos de estos abundan a lo largo del libro con «explica...» etcétera
17:4 «eeh!», todos estas expresiones dramáticas se las carga en todo el libro o las trasforma en

indirectas lo que afecta al tono, no recuerdo ni una excepción
17:36 la rima de proverbios y coplas si intenta conservarlos con acierto en el mayor de los casos
18:5 falta «am I correct?»
18:6-7 añade «la pareja del proverbio» y «no comía el tocino de la pieza y su mujer no comía

magra» —le gusta explicar
19:26 ¿«too far off the Mark» por «desacertado»?
19:27 ¿«Starting a beat late» por «Dixon espera un instante antes de replicar»?
19:30 ¡Estilo directo cambiado a indirecto!
19:33 «algo así como» ¿por qué cambiar el estilo?
20:6 se pierde la rima del pun en «Como quiera.»
21:28 «Fido» por «perrito»
22:4 «L.E.D.» por «sabio»
22:18 «Viz» por «Me explicaré»
23:3 «D-O-G» por «perro»
23:12 falta «from Bahf»
24:34 «mm-hmm» por «relamerse» no mantiene la dicción tonal
25:26 «como el de Mason» añadido
25:29 «a la pitonisa» añadido
26:21 «por su parte» añadido
27:29 «to the Kiddean Chair» por «a ese hombre la cátedra de Latrocinio Juvenil» no deja de ser

curioso
28:31 curioso también «little Butter-Biscuits» por «como unas castañuelas»
30:19 «pollicates» no lo encuentro en ningún diccionario
31:16 «cuáqueras» añadido
31:29 «explica Mason» añadido
32:1 «Pro-portional» por «proooporcional»
35:13 «bark» por «alzar la voz» cambia registro tonal
36:2 explica «a nautical term» con línea y media
44:31 añade «esquirlas» porque se supone que son fragmentos a los que se hace mencion tres

líneas más arriba, pero Pynchon no lo ha hace
4915 «capricho pirateril» por «Jollification», ¿sí?
50:7 «con un gesto de condescendencia» por «grandly», ¡bueno!
52:25 «el viola y el segundo violín» añadido
53:27 J.J. Quantz» por simplemente «Quantz» del texto original



54:1 «to fuck yourself» por «hacértelo tu mismo» me sorprende
54:28 «Euphroe Detail again» por «Otra vez te toca echarle un vistazo a la telera»
55:25 «Sal Si Puedes» por «sálvese quien pueda» ¡hombre!, no hace falta mejorar a Pynchon tanto
55:28 no sé por qué no puede decir ‘por la parte trasera’ y así no se perdería tono
56:36 «Raisin» por «pan» craso error
58:21 «V.O.C.»  por todo el nombre no es el mismo criterio que otras veces
59:1 traducción de línea curiosa
60:3 «Droster» sale aquí por primera vez creo pero lo explica en la 81:32
63:32 ¿«torpedo’d» no será ‘acosado de nuevo’?
64:20 «before looking him in the eye» falta
66:7 «Damme» por «dejándole pasmado» ¿no es demasiado explicativo? Distancia además al

lector de su punto de vista.
68:25 pone punto y seguido por coma
69:3 mete punto y aparte. Esto ocurre bastantes veces a lo largo del libro en párrafos bien largos.
71:35 dos verbos trasformados en uno; se pierde algo creo, ¿no?
74:31 después de «A long stare» añade «a modo de respuesta»
75:5 ¿en «Jackass» no hay un pun que se pierde con «lenta»?
78:29 añade «tenemos más ética, ¿sabes?»
81:14 en los dos últimos versos de la copla se pierden imágenes, pero parece no importarle no

sólo aquí, ¿razón?, ¡dios sabrá!
81:32 «Droster» lo explica con un paréntesis; debía haberlo hecho antes en la página 60 cuando

sale por primera vez y a pié de página creo yo
85:14 «Compañía» por «Indiamen»
85:16 añade «252 galones», le gustan las explicaciones pero el lector medio de este país no se

sabe los litros que tiene un galón ni viene al caso, creo yo
91: en esta página abundan frases explicativas añadidas, seis, ¡toma jeroma!
97:28 añade «Parafraseando al Bardo», todos sabemos que la obra es de Shakespeare
107:10 no traduce «by Name», ‘por su nombre’
111:1 «[knock-knock]» falta
114:2 «humano» añadido
114:4 «that Bubb Dodington» falta
119:15 «Just reviewing this» falta
120:12 «procedimientos» añadido
120:36 «criticable» añadido
130: última línea «Blackner» por «B.». Pasa muchas veces este tipo de cosas que atentan

contra un tono de despersonalización paródica, creo yo
133:25 ¿por qué «Málaga» por «Mountain»?, no veo la conexión
158:14 «in the Article» mejor ‘en el asunto de’ que simplemente «por»
170:8 sustituir los puntos suspensivos por conjunción coordinada no es lo más adecuado
177:7 falta «The Fateful Fear», (¿porque el lector entiende la expresión italiana?)
185:10 añade «tal era el ambiente que se respiraba.»
187:12 añade punto y seguido
203:26 «vendaval» no es, quizás ‘vientos’, ‘el paso de los vientos’ o ‘aires’, ¿no?
203:30 falta «parrtickularr»
205:28 añade «pese a su juventud»
211:3 añade «como Pedro por su casa»
212:24 «smoaks» no lo encuentro en el diccionario, ¿‘conjetura’?
215:10 «El Auténtico» por «un auténtico jesuita»
220:34 falta «‘Oink, oink.’»
223:25 «apalizan» es «dan palizas»
223:36 añade «y dónde estarán situados»
230:19 «The meek Nod again.» por «El jesuita esboza de nuevo un humilde gesto de asentimien-

to.»
292:25«tonadilla» por la expresión dramática y fónicamente actuada «deedle ee, deedle ee,

deedle-deedle-deedle-dee» como de costumbre
313:8 «Vale of my Birth and Blood» por «mi valle natal», se pierden dos imágenes y la aliteración

rítmica sobre la b
322:22 se pierde pun de medidas
340:30 faltan las dos últimas palabras
353:15 falta «The African Slaves call’d it «the Tamp.»»



369:11 «a new batch of» por sólo «más» cuando debería ser ‘una nueva hornada de’ para no
perder la imagen y ser literal

369:18 siempre suprime «net?» rasgo distintivo que caracteriza a este personaje excepto en
580:30 y que debe ser un cuele

375:3 falta la traducción de esta línea
418:18 «fiduciary» por «fidedigno» es distinto a ‘fiduciaria’ que sería más adecuado creo
423:15 en «fucking» por «goce carnal» se pierde el registro tonal del contexto
424:6 «Priest» por «amasador»
425:17 «fucking insane, wouldn’t you agree!» por «menuda casa de orates» quiere mejorar

Pynchon
437:4 «fucking» por «puñetero» parece acertado
469:32 ¿por qué no poner ‘fluidas’, «fluid»  en vez de «inestables»
471:5 falta esta línea
474:27 falta «with a terrible «Yee-hah!»» que es sustituido por «con un terrible grito»
478:1 falta un «si me quieras», ¿por qué este y otros cambios cuando está en español en el

original?
478:21 ¿por qué hacer una frase de dos? Cambia el ritmo y la cadencia tonal.
480:8-11 sintaxis muy cambiada; ¿está bién?
481:2 ¿por qué «¿qué opción tenía?» por el escueto «What?»
497: dos últimas líneas citadas por Guelbenzu en su reseña
512:1-2 añade demasiado, sufre de aneurisma verbal, digo yo
518:8 falta «he hesitates, as if for permission»
526:8 «taste like something» no es lo mismo que «sabroso»
553: tengo dudas sobre las dos últimas líneas
580:30 único sitio que encuentro «net?» traducido, pero ¿tal cual sin el signo de interrogación

inicial? ¿será un cuele?
602:8 ¿por qué añadir punciones?
605:4-16 literalidad como a mi me gusta
615:30 falta «as Stacy and Tracy»
647:6 por supuesto tampoco aquí se respeta una transcripción fónica
656:13 «Fee Fie Fo Fum» es el primer verso de cuatro que bufa el gigante cuando entra en casa

en el popular cuento «Jack and the Beanstalk» como si «oliera a carne de inglés». En
castellano se ha venido traduciendo por «Un, dos, tres...». El traductor parece desconocer
este dato al traducirla por «que canta bajito».

659:26 «pause between Croaks» no es lo mismo que «cesar de croar» creo yo
666:33 ¿«bisected» es «bisecada»?
670:17 falta «proper to it»
700:6 «vomiting the Surveyors on» no es sólo «la extraña euforia» sino de ‘un vómito’ cual

Jonases regurgitados por el leviatán del caos y desenfreno etílico. Muchas son la alusiones
bíblicas del Reverendo y por extensión el regurgito no se puede perder.

706:1 «de nuestros héroes» por «their tales» es traicionar el tono
712:2-3añade «música antigua» y «renacentistas»
712:15 añade lo de «la costa portuguesa» y «cuna de conquistadores». Este traductor tiene algo

de Encarta en sus venas en vez de plegarse fino a quien está narrando.
735:29 falta «oof!»

739:21 falta «then with some insistence, down-hill, ever downward»



Pynchon is notoriously unreadable, at least amongst those who haven’t read him. Kazuo Ishiguro
stated that ‘Pynchon is read . . . well, I don’t know. . . he is bought. A lot of people possess Gravity’s Rainbow
and V., but I know very few people who have gotten over one-third of the way through’.1   Yet to those
conscientious souls who have persevered to the end of those books, Pynchon is notoriously readable. He is
one of those authors who, like Joyce, seem to demand (and will no doubt attract) a lifetime’s devotion. Even
the most ardent fan, however, would concede that certain barriers must be overcome if reading Pynchon is
to be enjoyed rather than simply endured.

Tim Ware designed an Internet website of resources specifically to aid the daunted would-be Pynchon
reader. He asked the Pynchon List, an e-mail discussion forum for Pynchoniadoes, how they would advise
a first-time reader to approach Mason & Dixon (1997).  Here are some of the responses:

(1) “New readers should try leaving the hallowed-ness at the door and just enjoy the ride first time
out. If they’re smitten they’ll come back again”. (Tom Stanton)
(2) “Just enjoy it. Once you’re hooked by the humor, the density of detail and the, well, magic . . .
you can always go back and try to understand more of it later”. (Skip Wolfe)
(3) “Difficult, schmifficult”. (Steven Maas)2

This is good advice, to be heartily commended, and is ideal for the novice reader who is content to
skip and jump through Mason & Dixon without fully grasping the whole picture. (Perhaps we all fall into this
category when encountering a new Pynchon novel).

It is insufficient, though, for the purposes of deeper study. The reader needs more than a handful of
impressions if he or she is to analyse the text in detail. For this reason, I would like to pose a slightly different
question: what advice can we give to somebody who wants to read Mason & Dixon for a second time?
When rereading a book as dense as this one it is imperative to find some sense of the whole. What is the
gestalt of the book?  How do all the episodes and thematic densities mesh together?  The narrative line is
not always straightforward. It digresses. It jumps. It stands still for what seems like hours on end. If reading
Pynchon is indeed a ride, as Tom Stanton suggests, then it is one with all kinds of twists and loops and
sudden descents, alternating with eerie halts in the empty air. Small wonder that the reader scrambles to
hold on tight to something. But what?  Contemporary literary theory, with its accent upon multiple narratives,
indeterminacy of the signifier, and infinite textual interpretability, is of little help. It only amplifies the difficulties.
We need to go back to basics, back to the Ancients in fact.

If the entire European philosophical tradition consists of a series of footnotes to Plato, as A.N.
Whitehead once stated, then arguably the history of European literary criticism consists of a series of
footnotes to Aristotle. Aristotle’s Poetics (circa 5th century b.c.) is an exhaustive blueprint for many complex
literary debates, including the function of fictions, the representation of character and the harmonious
matching of means and matter. It also masterfully set the agenda for subsequent discussions about structure
and form throughout the Renaissance, the Neoclassical period and the last couple of centuries.

One of Aristotle’s sharpest observations was concerned with the order of events in a plot. He
argued that for a plot to have unity, it should have a beginning, a middle and an end. Taken out of context
this sounds like a truism. But of course he meant more than the trivial point that a plot should start and end
somewhere and have something in-between. The beginning, middle and end are not three arbitrary, unrelated
units, but should arise out of and flow into each other. The beginning triggers the action and creates a set of
expectations. The middle develops the conflict with the inevitability of lined-up dominoes knocking each
other over. The end brings an insight or expurgation which satisfies us that all loose-ends are tidied up and
not just swept under the carpet.

Here, then, is a possible iron-bar for the reader to hang onto when taking the Pynchon ride. Mason
& Dixon conforms very well to this Aristotelian structure. It has three parts:
• Beginning: “Latitudes and Departures” (Chapters 1-25)
• Middle: “America” (Chapters 26-73)
• End: “The Last Transit” (Chapters 74-78)
In the first and last parts, Mason and Dixon observe the Transits of Venus in 1761 and 1769. In the middle
they draw their infamous line across the landscape of America. This tripartite division is best described by
Mr Edgewise, who exclaims at almost the exact centre of the novel, ‘“By Heaven, a ‘Sandwich’”’.3

‘Young Lambton . . . considers his basic tactical
problem, which is the Worm’s reported ability, even
when hack’d into separate pieces by conventional
sword-work, to reassemble itself and fight on’.

(Pynchon, Mason & Dixon, Ch.60)

‘“The only way even to make out the Serpent shape of
it, is from an hundred feet straight up”’

(Pynchon, Mason & Dixon, Ch. 60)



Gustav Freytag, a nineteenth-century German writer, updated Aristotle’s beginning-middle-end notion
of organic unity in his work The Technique of the Drama: An Exposition of Dramatic Composition and Art
(1895). This puts some meat between the bread, as it were. He reasserts the need for unity and gradation
in the well-made plot by dividing its perfect development into five sections called the Initial Situation,
Conflict, Complications, Climax and Resolution. They can be mapped onto Pynchon’s Mason & Dixon as
follows:

1? Initial Situation Chapters 01-25
2? Conflict Chapters 26-40
3? Complications Chapters 41-58
4? Climax Chapters 59-73
5? Resolution Chapters 73-78

In addition, Freytag postulated three key moments within this overall shape. Firstly, there is the
incipient moment, which occurs between the introduction and the rising action. It contains a thematic seed
which eventually leads to the climax. Secondly, there is the tragic moment (often identical with the climax)
which initiates the falling action. Lastly, there is the moment of final suspense. This intensifies the impact of
the inevitable catastrophe, sometimes by briefly slowing down the falling action. Freytag agrees with Aristotle
that during the climax, the protagonist should experience an anagnorisis or hamartia i.e. an insight or
change of fortune. Then begins the falling action, leading to the dénouement. This essay will identify these
moments in Mason & Dixon. It will also parse the plot into the five sections of Initial Situation, Conflict,
Complications, Climax and Resolution. Hopefully this will provide an Ariadne’s thread for the rereader of
this labyrinthine work.

1. INITIAL SITUATION
(a) Chapters 1-5: First Voyage

The entire narrative in Mason & Dixon is supposedly framed by a series of tales told by the Revd

Cherrycoke at the house of the LeSpark family over the Christmas period of 1786. His situation is similar to
that of Scheherezade’s: the hospitality he receives from his sister Elizabeth and his brother-in-law Wade
depends upon how well he can keep their children (Tenebrae, and the twins Pitt and Pliny) amused by his
storytelling. The frame is made more dynamic thanks to the entrances and exits of various other members
of the family over the course of the evening. These include John’s brothers Ives and Lomax, Aunt Euphrenia,
and the cousins Ethelmer and DePugh - all of whom provide pauses and diversions to Cherrycoke’s spate
of stories. The frame is by no means fully-closed, and there are numerous gaps and punctures and temporary
switches of narrator and perspective. The impossibility of telling so many stories in a single evening is one
of the more obvious means by which the frame-device is undermined.

Revd Cherrycoke’s epic cycle of stories begins with a voyage on the ship the Seahorse. On board
are Charles Mason and Jeremiah Dixon, assigned by the Royal Society to observe the Transit of Venus in
Sumatra, at Bengkulu. The astronomer and the surveyor sail in January 1761 after a number of encounters
in Portsmouth. First they meet Fender-Belly Bodine, an ancestor of Pig Bodine in V.  Then they come
across the Learned Dog, a ‘somewhat dishevel’d Norfolk Terrier’4  who has the power of speech. He leads
them to the Sphinx-like Hespie, who warns them of danger from rogue French ships. Her prophecy proves
to be accurate when the Seahorse is attacked by the French frigate l’Grand in the English Channel. Mason
and Dixon are powerless in the face of this unexpected assault, which claims many lives.

This episode can be linked intertextually with Tom Stoppard’s play Rosencrantz and Guildenstern
Are Dead (1966). In Stoppard’s play, the focus of Shakespeare’s Hamlet (1602) is reversed so that we see
everything from the point-of-view of the two minor courtiers. The great soliloquies of Hamlet, and his
dramatic dialogues with his mother and Ophelia, take place off-stage. Conversely, the trivial exchanges
between Rosencrantz and Guildenstern -  modelled on the existential comedy of Vladimir and Estragon in
Samuel Beckett’s Waiting for Godot (1954) - are moved centre-stage.

Something very similar occurs in Mason & Dixon itself. After almost losing their lives in the battle
with the French frigate, Mason and Dixon suspect that they themselves are merely the bit-players in a much
wider drama, involving the Royal Society and the East India Company (and later the Jesuits). As Dixon
surmises, ‘“someone needed a couple of Martyrs”’.5   This is the incipient moment in Freytag’s scheme.
Mason and Dixon are at the cusp of the conspiracies which will later engulf them. They complain to the
Royal Society about the danger in which they have been placed when they arrive back on land, but receive
a stern letter in response. The reply threatens ‘inflexible resentment and persecution with the utmost severity
of the law’6  if they do not continue on their mission.

(b) Chapters 6-10: Transit at Cape
When they sail again, Mason and Dixon are diverted to the Dutch colony of Cape Town to fulfil their

Transit observations. It is here that the divergent temperaments of Mason and Dixon become more apparent.
Mason is a somewhat gloomy Gothic type who enjoys drinking tea and wine. Dixon is a perky pre-Romantic
who prefers coffee and beer. If we view Mason and Dixon as a comic duo, which Pynchon frequently invites
us to do, then Mason is the straight man and Dixon is the joker.

At Cape Town Mason spends most of his time at the home of the Vroom family. The daughters (Jet,

perky  adj. (perkier, perkiest) 1 self-assertive; saucy;
pert [fresco].  2 lively; cheerful. Excelente humor,
alegre, despabilado.



Greet and Els) tease him out of his despondency about his late wife, Rebekah, by engaging him in playful erotic
overtures. Meanwhile Dixon is out and about being ‘assailed without mercy by his Sensorium’7  i.e. tasting
different foods, flirting with several women, and generally sampling the local culture. Despite their capering,
they somehow find time to build an observatory, and successfully monitor the Transit in June 1761.

(c) Chapters 11-17: At St. Helena
After leaving the Cape, Mason and Dixon sail to St. Helena, a tiny island in the South Atlantic

Ocean, where they arrive in October 1761. There they meet the astronomer Nevil Maskelyne. Dava Sobel
notes in her popular book Longitude (1996), in which Mason and Dixon are fleetingly mentioned, that ‘A
story that hails a hero must also hiss at a villain - in this case, the Reverend Makelyne’.8   He is by no means
the only hissable villain in Pynchon’s story. Nevertheless, he becomes an enemy to Mason, whose claims to
the position of next Royal Astronomer are nepotistically overlooked. (Maskelyne just so happens to be Clive
of India’s brother-in-law).

Dixon returns to the Cape with Maskelyne’s clock to undertake some gravity experiments. Mason is
left on the island to ponder the ghost of his dead wife, Rebekah, who has made the first of many subsequent
visitations.

(d) Chapters 18-25: Back in England
Having established the St. Helena station’s longitude by observing Jupiter’s moons, Mason and

Dixon return to England in the summer of 1762. Mason goes back to his hometown of Stroud, to visit his
sons William and Isaac who are looked after by his sisters. Various episodes from Mason’s past are sketched
in. Meanwhile, Dixon returns to his stamping grounds in Bishop Auckland, where he is approached by the
Jesuit emissary Fr. Christopher Maire. Some of Dixon’s background is also recounted. The pair barely have
time to settle back before they are entrusted with another mission. They are invited to demarcate the land
between Maryland and Pennsylvania, a task which occupies the entire middle of the Mason & Dixon sandwich.

Before they leave, they discuss their predicament. It is suspicious, to say the least, that the Royal
Society appears to be acting as an agent for the East India Company. Could it be that their geographical
mission is really about what Mason calls ‘‘‘Control of the Company Perimeter’’’?9   From its very inception
the East India Company was embroiled with chartered companies in the America, and has vested interests
in both Maryland and Pennsylvania.

Summary of Initial Situation
The whole of “Latitudes and Departures” presents perfectly what Freytag calls the Initial Situation,

as we can see from this comment by John Barth:
The function of the beginning of a story is to introduce the principal characters, establish their initial
relationship, set the scene for the main action, expose the background of the situation if necessary,
plant motifs and foreshadowings where appropriate, and initiate the first complication of the rising
action.10

This is exactly what happens in the first part of Pynchon’s text. It introduces the principal characters, Mason
and Dixon, Cherrycoke and the LeSpark family. It establishes their initial relationship, and the petty
antagonisms dividing them. It exposes the background of the situation, especially the conspiracies of the
Royal Society and East India Company. It features various motifs and foreshadowings - for instance, the
Learned Dog is the first of many talking creatures inhabiting the world of the book.

And we have the first complication of the rising action, when Mason and Dixon glean that they
are puppets afflicted by persons unknown.

2. CONFLICT
(a) Chapters 26-29: Arrival in America

In the “America” chapters, we find what Freytag would term the rising action of Mason & Dixon,
consisting of the conflicts, complications and climaxes of the plot. This is the middle of the sandwich, which
details closely the progress of Mason and Dixon’s magnificent line.

The conflicts are visible almost as soon as Mason and Dixon arrive in Philadelphia towards the end
of 1762. There they meet various luminaries, who inform them of the high blood pressure of the American
political and social scene. These include Benjamin Franklin, whom they meet at an apothecary’s on Locust
Street. He invites them to a concert featuring his invented instrument, the Glass Armonica, where he and
his assistants Molly and Dolly perform the Leyden Jar danse macabre. They travel to Mount Vernon to meet
a somewhat stoned George Washington (who was a rich farmer before his Presidency) and his manservant
Gershom. He warns them to be careful, as their task will attract much opposition.

As they hop from coffee-house to coffee-house, from tavern to tavern, Mason and Dixon ‘find
secret-society meetings in the back rooms of every place they visit’.11   Some of these involve plans of
attack against the British, whilst others are concerned with internal divisions within the continent. Many are
religious in nature, involving the Quakers, the Anabaptists, the Pietists, the Presbyterians and others. There
is conflict brewing along with the coffee.



(b) Chapters 30-34: The Work Begins
Once Mason and Dixon have adjusted to the turbulent atmosphere of America, they start on their

mission in December, 1762, though not without certain problems. The drawing of a boundary line to separate
the states of Maryland and Pennsylvania is itself an attempt to resolve many different geographical and
political conflicts between the Calvert and Penn families. With studied neutrality, the Englishmen establish
the southernmost point of the line, and the work of measuring and marking begins.

Later that month they hear about the Paxton Boys, a group of outlaws who have massacred Indian
men, women and children held in a jail in Lancaster. A similar outrage had been perpetrated the week
before in Conestoga. This violence is more extreme than anything Mason and Dixon glimpsed back in
Britain, or even at the Cape, and they cannot help questioning why the Empire is built upon such sickening
foundations:

They saw white Brutality enough, at the Cape of Good Hope. They can no better understand it now,
than then. Something is eluding them. Whites in both places are become the very Savages of their
own worst Dreams, far out of Measure to any Provocation.12

Part of the moral process of the book is bound up with the way in which Mason and Dixon learn to place the
violence they encounter in the context of a worldwide continuum of exploitation and abuse. It is only later
that they realise that what they witness in these far-flung outposts of the Empire is linked with incidents back
home, such as the occasion in 1756 when British troops fired upon the weavers of Stroud during a protest
about wage-cuts.

Mason and Dixon find the tangent line at Harland’s Farm, which provides them with the main
coordinates for demarcating the two states. Throughout 1763 they plough ahead. They find an initial latitude
in February; hire a company of ax-men in March; determine a new latitude in May; and by the end of June
they ‘have chain’d north from the Middle Point to the Banks of the Nanticoke’.13   Most of the autumn is
occupied with various co-ordinational problems.

(c) Chapters 35-38: Stranded at the Inn
During the winter of 1764/65, there is an interregnum in the ongoing narrative of the line. Mason

and Dixon are snowed-in at an inn near Bloomery Creek after a sudden decline in the weather. The inn is
ran by a Mr. Knockwood, who is described as ‘a kind of trans-Elemental Mr Toby’.14   This direct reference to
a character from Laurence Sterne’s Tristram Shandy (1759-67) gives us a clue to what is happening here:
the tale is ceasing to follow a purely linear course. Indeed, the plot development increasingly comes to
resemble the wavering scribbles and scratches made by the Shandean narrator as a representation of his
own wayward stories.15

Whilst they are stranded at the inn, there is a long comic sequence involving a chef called Armand
Allègre and an automaton, the Mechanical Duck. Jacques Vaucanson, a real-life scientist who designed
and built the Duck, gave it a digestive system in order to be as realistic as possible. Pynchon, riffing as
always on historical fact, invents the audacious conceit that the Duck wishes to find a mate in order to test
out its newly-acquired reproductive system. The Duck corrals Armand Allègre to act as matchmaker to help
her find a willing mate. Meanwhile, a triangular romance between Allègre, Philip Dimdown and Luise Redzinger
causes considerable friction at the inn. And, consistent with the conflictual atmosphere, Mason and Dixon
argue bitterly. Dixon thinks Mason is brooding too much. Mason thinks Dixon is eating too much.

(d) Chapter 39: North and South I
The Conflict section of the book is concluded with a “North and South” chapter, in which Mason

goes North and Dixon travels South. What Mason finds in the North is a woman called Amelia, who dresses
all in black and who hangs out with some pirates led by Captain Volcanoe. (American buccaneers were a
direct threat at the time to the East India Company trading routes between India and the Middle East). Dixon
travels South to Annapolis, Virginia and Baltimore, and toasts Tom Paine in a bar with the phrase ‘“To the
pursuit of Happiness”’.16

Despite the eventual inclusion of this phrase in the American Constitution, this meeting is not the
most significant part of the journey, however. Like the Sherlock Holmes story in which the leading clue is a
dog that failed to bark in the night, the important element of Dixon’s trip is something which didn’t happen.
‘In all Virginia, tho’ Slaves pass’d before his Sight, he saw none. That was what had not occurr’d.’17   Dixon,
at this stage, is literally blind to the appalling institution of slavery. The story of Mason & Dixon relates how
the eyes of the two heroes are opened to enable them to see what is under their noses.

Summary of Conflict
The Conflict section of Mason & Dixon does everything which you would expect, according to

Freytag’s prescription. It exhibits the numerous conflicts dividing America at the time of Mason and Dixon’s
visit. Furthermore, it initiates a key conflict between the complicity of the astronomer and the surveyor in
their line-making enterprise, and its larger ramifications in relation to the machinations of chartered companies.

Mason and Dixon are a Rosencrantz and Guildenstern who cannot grasp the larger drama of which
they are part. They cannot predict that the dissension all around them will erupt before too long with the War
of Independence. Nor can they possibly foretell that their innocent geographical mission to draw a line
across America will have serious repercussions in the next century.



3. COMPLICATIONS
(a) Chapters 41-42: The Tale of a Tub

Pynchon is, of course, a master of complications, and in the Complications section of Mason and
Dixon things become very complicated indeed.

It begins with a humorous interlude, in which Wade LeSpark temporarily takes over as narrator
from the Revd Cherrycoke. He tells an anecdote about how he met Mason and Dixon at a Ridotto, or
masked ball, in the castle of Lord and Lady Lepton. In one one of the funniest episodes of the book, Mason
and Dixon attempt to steal a big bath-tub (cast at the Lepton iron foundry) from the castle, as they have
been cheated out of £20 in some games of chance. Dixon uses his knowledge of leverage to tilt the tub.
Unfortunately, he becomes stuck. Whilst he struggles with the ‘“Ferric Prodigy”’18 , a Professor Voam appears
and helps him out. Voam introduces Mason and Dixon to his torpedo, Felípe, who always points North. It is
later adopted as the camp compass.

After talking with Voam, they chance upon a Dutch rifle with an inverted silver pentacle on it. Mason
is disconcerted. He has seen this before. It is the same design which he spotted upon the tavern sign of an
inn called The Dutch Rifle, during his visit to Lancaster Town in the wake of the Paxton Boy massacre.
Moreover, Mason and Dixon had both noticed the same symbol, this time the right way up, on the rifles in
use at Cape Town. This ‘sure sign of evil at work’19 , the customary mark of the devil, performs a function
similar to that of the muted horn symbol in The Crying of Lot 49 (1966). It is the mark of a secret organisation,
in this case the Jesuits, whose conspiracies impinge more and more upon the fortunes of the two protagonists

(b) Chapters 43-52: The West Line
Cherrycoke picks up the main thematic thread again, and Mason and Dixon’s line-making continues

in earnest throughout these chapters. They scatter trees and lay down guideposts across vast swathes of
American land as they move West, guided by the ‘inhuman Precision’20  of the stars. The line has a momentum
all of its own, and even cuts clean through the house of a Mr. and Mrs. Price. They have to quickly decide
whether this means they now live in Maryland or Pennsylvania, to avoid paying two sets of taxes. The work
on the line is mechanical, incessant, the rational consequence of a worldview that believes that reality can
be measured and bounded.

There are plenty of divagations, digressions, perambulations and circumspections, however, to
interrupt the steady march of this Enlightenment engine. The Mechanical Duck, still in search of a mate,
routs Indians and harrows fields all along their route. The crew has its ups and downs. Nathe McClean falls
in love with as milk-maid; Darby and Cope impersonate Mason and Dixon; and Stig the Swedish ax-man
joins the team.

Finally, in May, 1765, Mason and Dixon turn eastward again until the boundary line is closed. They
spend the Christmas of that year at the tavern near Harland’s Farm where they first set out. The writing
reprises the yuletide tone with which the book begins, and a circle is completed.

(c) Chapters 53-56: The Captive’s Tale
As if to mark a new phase, the narrative moves in a most mysterious way in the next three chapters.

Until now, Pynchon has more or less sustained the illusion that the tale as a whole is narrated by the Revd

Cherrycoke during his stay at the LeSpark’s, with some well-signalled exceptions. But in Chapter 53, the
reader is suddenly plunged into a new narrative, the Captive’s Tale, without knowing who is telling the story.

In the tale, a woman called Eliza Fields - who is the exact double of Mason’s dead wife, Rebekah -
is abducted by Indians from her house. She is taken to a Jesuit College in Quebec, the headquarters of their
covert operations. Here the priests communicate across the globe with auroras, and unleash sinister horsemen
into the night to carry out their insidious intent. Eliza is initiated by the Widows of Christ, a radical sect of
nuns trained as prostitutes to seduce the Chinese and discover their secrets. One of their targets is Zhang,
a Tibetan mystic, who helps Eliza escape from their fiendish clutches. He is skilled in the geomantic art of
feng shui, which is opposed to the rectilinear, Euclidean geometry favoured by Mason and Dixon in the
construction of the line.

This tale of abduction by the Indians, the flight to the Jesuit College and the escape from Canada
has an uncertain ontological status. Who is telling the story here?  Is it part of the adventures of the Ghastly
Fop, the hero of a Gothic pulp fiction which is jointly read by Ethelmer and Tenebrae?  Pages 526-29 would
certainly seem to suggest as much, as Ethelmer finds Tenebrae reading his book about the Chinese boy
and the female escapee, and they allow themselves to ‘become detour’d from the Revd’s narrative Turnpike’.21

However, this jars with an earlier parenthetical remark by Cherrycoke in the midst of the first part of the
Captive’s Tale. The interpolation occurs whilst Eliza listens to a song with the nuns: ‘“(Tho’ I was not present
in the usual sense, nevertheless, I am a Clergyman, - be confident, ’twas an utterly original moment musicale,
as they say in France)”’.22   This suggests that the Captive’s Tale is narrated within the outer frame of
Cherrycoke’s stories. If this is the case, then what is the status of the Ethelmer and Tenebrae reading
interlude?

Both of these possibilities are further destabilised by the way in which the Captive’s Tale seamlessly
segues into the Mason and Dixon story, when Eliza Field and Zhang join the line-making crew: ‘. . . they
arrive at the West Line, and decide to follow the Visto east, and ere long they have come up with the Party’.23

In the space of a single sentence, Eliza and Zhang cross the border between two incompatible fictive zones.
Clearly, Pynchon’s narrative contains wonders undreamt of in Aristotle and Freytag’s philosophies.



Furthermore, in Chapter 55, there is another Copernican shift in the narrative when Mason and Dixon
find out for certain that they are only bystanders in a much more important drama. Zhang reveals to them that
he is pursued by Father Zarpazo, a.k.a. the Wolf of Jesus, who is also hunting down all manner of ‘Jansenist
Convulsionaries, Crypto-Illuminati, and Neo-Quietists’.24     The line is simply the contingent location for this
confrontation. As Zhang tells them:

“We happen to be the principal Personae here, not you two!  Nor has your Line any Primacy in this,
being rather a Stage-Setting, dark and fearful as the Battlements of Elsinore, for the struggle Zarpazo
and I must enact upon the very mortal edge of this great Torrent of Sha, - which at any point either
of us might slip, fall into, and be borne away by, Westward, into the Vanishing-Point and gone.”25

Once again, as the allusion to Elsinore suggests, Mason and Dixon find themselves in the vestigial position
of Rosencrantz and Guildenstern. They are ‘“Bystanders. Background. Stage-Managers of that Perilous
Flux, - little more”’26 , as Zhang tells Dixon.

As if to take matters to the furthest possible complication, Zhang decides to disguise himself as
Zarpazo, thus creating suspicion that he may really be Zarpazo in disguise. ‘“Too many possible stories”’,
says Zhang. ‘“You may not have time enough to find out which is the right one.”’27   No doubt, by this stage,
these are precisely the reader’s sentiments. Freytag’s theories do not accomodate for plots in which the
protagonist and antagonist are one and the same person.

In the same way that Zhang’s disclosures and the Captive’s Tale disrupt the narrative line, the tale
in Chapter 56 disrupts linear notions of time. Revd Cherrycoke notes that throughout Mason and Dixon’s
field journals, intervals of eleven days recur frequently. He believes that the root of these coincidences lies
with the calendar reform of 1752, when England changed from the Julian to the Gregorian calendar by
excising eleven days from the month of September. There then follows a report of Mason’s confession to
Dixon about a dream, hallucination or psychic event he’d experienced (though how Cherrycoke was privy to
this is not, as usual, explained). Mason found himself wandering within the vortex of those missing eleven
days, whilst the rest of the world had come to a halt. He searches for the astronomer Bradley and visits the
Bodleian Library in Oxford, in a landscape of bats, full moons and werewolves. This Gothic parody uncovers
the dark underbelly of the Age of Reason.

(d) Chapters 57-58: North and South II
The Complication section, like the Conflict section, is again capped by a chapter in which Mason

and Dixon travel North and South. This time, however, the geographical journeys are reversed: Dixon goes
North, and Mason goes South. Dixon travels to New York, watches a musical based on “The Black Hole of
Calcutta”, and meets Captain Volcanoe, Fenderbelly Bodine and Philip Dimdown. He hears first-hand about
the mounting calls for insurrection against the British. Meanwhile, Mason travels South to Williamsburg and
bumps into Washington and Gershom again. He too registers the simmering discontent around the country.

Summary of Complications

Throughout the Complications section, the chronological story of the line is stymied. The Captive’s
Tale, the battle between Zhang and Zarpazo and the episode of the missing eleven days seem to mock the
ideal of pigeonholing Pynchon’s text into neat, labelled dockets.

Yet the repetition of the North and South chapters in both the Conflict and Complications sections,
and the return in the next section to the forward thrust of the story, promise that there is a way through the
Mason & Dixon labyrinth. Even when the reader is lost in its mazy meanderings, there is a Freytagian
thread to follow.

4. CLIMAX

(a) Chapters 59-66: Strange Meetings
Tension steadily mounts as Mason and Dixon continue westward with the line. They are spectators

to the turmoil surrounding a wedding ruction in Kentucky, involving Tom Hynes, Catherine Wheat, their
baby and their respective families. The feud is arbitrated by the Welshman Captain Shelby.

Shelby shows Mason a strange mound with magnetic properties that sends compasses spinning
round and round. Nobody is quite sure how or why the Mound was built. Shelby argues, improbably, that it
is the work of early Welsh immigrants who evolved into the Tuscarora Indians. The Indians themselves
attribute the Mound to an ancient civilisation, possibly extraterrestrial. Whatever its origins,  the mound is
only one of a number of otherworldly, supernatural, paranormal or plain abnormal encounters peppering the
next four chapters. Examples include Zepho Beck, the human beaver; Snake, another talking dog; and the
Charon-like ferryman Mr Ice. Interspersed with these episodes are various inset tales of the Lambton Worm,
the Chinese astronomers Hsi and Ho, and others. In Chapters 62-66, the sub-plot involving Stig the ax-man
comes to a head. It transpires that Stig is a Swedish spy, who is out to claim certain portions of American
land. Or is he?  Perhaps he is Zarpazo in disguise. The labyrinth is looping and leading the reader, not to
mention Mason and Dixon, into hermeneutic cul-de-sacs.



(b) Chapters 67-70: The End of the Line
Mason and Dixon literally come to the end of the line when they arrive at the Great Warrior Path in

October, 1767. This Indian line runs North to South, at right-angles to the predominantly East-West Mason-
Dixon line, and is sacred to the various Indian tribes who live near it. Mason and Dixon are aware that
serious consequences will result from any attempt to cross this line. Zhang warns them that violation of this
line would be a supreme act of sha, or bad energy.

This sparks a heated argument between Mason and Dixon about what they should do. At first
Mason wants to move onward in the interests of the advancement of knowledge and its implacable
imperatives. Dixon, more of a relativist, is able to put himself in the place of the Indians themselves, and
can see how this line-making machine is simply going to despoil their native geography. During the eleven
days they thrash this out, they perversely change positions: Dixon wants to plough ahead whilst Mason
wants to retreat.

They eventually decide to take a reconnaisance trip ahead, without their instruments, but receive a
hostile reception at the river. An Indian called Catfish warns them not to go further by brandishing two
objects. The first is a Lancaster Rifle bearing the sign of the pentacle, an object already familiar to the two
Englishmen. The second item Catfish exhibits is the fresh scalp of the European owner of the rifle. This is
the tragic moment, in Freytag’s scheme, the climactic point which initiates the falling action. Until now their
progress - much like that of the eighteenth century itself - has been ever onward. But with their own lives in
physical danger, Mason and Dixon decide that enough is enough, and head back.

(c) Chapters 71-73: Insight into Slavery
Mason and Dixon complete the Visto, and return east to Delaware. The crew disbands. Finally,

Dixon completes the map with a flourishing “N” to signify North. The mission is accomplished.
It is over a year before they return to England, however, as the Royal Society requests them to

measure a degree of the meridian in Maryland.   Throughout this final task they have ample time to settle
their differences, but somehow fail to patch things up. As Cherrycoke puts it, ‘“for some couples, however
close, Love is simply not in the cards . . . . Mason and Dixon could not cross the perilous Boundaries
between themselves”’.28   The hyphen in the phrase “Mason-Dixon line” may handcuff them together forever
in history, but it is replaced in Pynchon’s book by the ampersand of its title, forever keeping them apart.

And they are never further apart than during the episode of the slave-driver. As mentioned earlier,
in the perfect plot the hero or heroes must have an insight, a revelation which fundamentally changes their
relation to the events in which they have participated. This Aristotelian anagnorisis occurs to Dixon during
their last few months in America whilst ruminating their fate. It is worth quoting this passage in full:

. . . a moment arrives, when one of them smacks his Pate for something other than a Mosquitoe.
“Ev’rywhere they’ve sent us, - the Cape, St. Helena, America,- what’s the Element common

to all?”
“Long Voyages by Sea,” replies Mason, blinking in Exhaustion by now chronick. “Was there

anything else?”
“Slaves. Ev’ry day at the Cape, we lived with Slavery in our faces, - more of it at St. Helena,

- and now here are again, in another Colony, this time having drawn them a Line between their
Slave-Keepers, and their Wage-Payers, as if doom’d to re-encounter thro’ the World this public
Secret, this shameful core . . . . Pretending it to be ever somewhere else, with the Turks, the
Russians, the Companies, down there, down where it smells like warm Brine and Gunpowder fumes,
they’re murdering and dispossessing thousands untallied, the innocent of the World, passing daily
into the hands of Slave-owners and Torturers, but oh, never in Holland, nor in England, that Garden
of Fools . . .?  Christ, Mason.”

“Christ, what?  What did I do?”
“Huz. Didn’t we take the King’s money, as here we’re taking it again?  whilst Slaves waited

upon us, and we neither one objected, as little as we have here, in certain houses south of the Line,-
Where does it end?  No matter where in it we go, shall we find all the World Tyrants and Slaves?
America was the one place we should not have found them.”29

Mason and Dixon soon have a chance to test out their new understanding with an incident not
recorded in the historical journals - as Ives reminds Cherrycoke. Dixon overhears a slaveholder in a bar
boasting about an auction scheduled for the next day. When Dixon attends the event out of curiosity, he is
horrified to see this loathsome individual lashing his unsold merchandise. This is the moral climax of the
book, and Freytag’s moment of suspense. Throughout the novel, Mason and Dixon have been bystanders,
a Rosencrantz and Guildenstern reacting to events without question, without option, without gumption [caletre,
tino discernimiento]. What will they do, now that they are centre-stage and faced with the violence which has
hitherto lurked in the wings?

Dixon acts. He seizes the whip, attacks the slave-driver, and frees the slaves. By deciding to respond,
Dixon briefly challenges his own fate as a bystander. Himself a kind of slave to the Royal Society and the East
India Company, he has struck a blow for freedom on behalf of all who are indentured to others. Pynchon spells
out the significance of this decisive intervention:

Mason at last came to admire Dixon for his Bravery, - a different sort than they’d shown each other
years before, on the Seahorse, where they’d had no choice. Nor quite the same as they’d both



exhibited by the Warrior Path. Here in Maryland, they had a choice at last, and Dixon chose to act,
and Mason not to, - unless he had to ,- what each of us wishes he might have the unthinking Grace to
do, yet fails to do. To act for all of us who have so fail’d. For the Sheep.30

And what does Mason do, whilst Dixon risks his life for the slaves?  He looks on. Instead of standing
by Dixon and his fellow suffering human beings, he simply . . . stands by.

Summary of Climax
If Mason & Dixon was a pure fiction, unconstrained by historical fact, it would probably have ended

with Chapter 73. In this glorious piece of subjunctive surrealism, Mason and Dixon continue making their
line beyond Ohio, through Illinois, across the Mississippi, past the Western Mountains to the furthermost
western rim of the continent. They then return east to Delaware Bay, and with the aid of anchors and buoys
continue their line across the Atlantic Ocean.

It is a fitting diminuendo to the Climax section. In the middle part of the book, Pynchon moves
tensely from the strange meetings of the earlier chapters and the hostile scenarios of the later chapters to
the incident with the slave driver. This ostensibly minor confrontation plays a major part in knitting the whole
book together. It is a focal point for one of the main tragic strands in the novel, namely the problem of
bystanders. This last episode is almost an exemplum on the theme that all that is necessary for evil to
triumph is for good men to do nothing.

5. RESOLUTION
(a) Chapters 74-75: The Second Transit

It would have made sound dramatic sense for Pynchon to complete the “sandwich” structure by
reuniting Mason and Dixon in the final section for a sighting of the next Transit of Venus in 1769.

However, it is a matter of historical fact that Mason and Dixon observed the Transit separately,
many hundreds of miles away from each other. ‘“Someone”’, as Mason notes, ‘“must break this damn’d
Symmetry”’.31   So Mason heads for Ulster, where he meets Lord Pennycomequick and Armand Allègre,
whilst Dixon travels to the frozen wastes of the North Cape where he hallucinates a journey to the centre of
the earth.

(b) Chapters 76-79: Decline and Deaths
The remainder of the chapters of “The Last Transit” cover the slow decline of Mason and Dixon into

old age, death and relative anonymity. Dixon is handicapped by gout, whilst Mason’s melancholia thickens.
They meet to fish silently together and doze by the hearth. There, they dream the same dream in which they
sing a music-hall song about their ‘“chase in the Dark”’.32   Meanwhile, day dawns in the LeSpark household,
as Dixon slips into the final darkness.

As in Stoppard’s play, the names of Mason and Dixon were shouted in the dawn with a summons;
there must have been a moment, at the beginning, when they could have said no, but somehow they
missed it. Little did they know that their lives were on the line.

Summary of Resolution
In the last few pages of the book Mason, at his friend’s graveside with his son Isaac, determines to

return to America with his family. It is a resolution of a sort. Several reviewers commented upon the poignancy
and potency of this ending. Philip Hensher, for example, talks of the ‘radiant last page of the novel’ and its
‘unsuspected emotional weight’.33   The fate of Mason and Dixon affects readers directly, in a manner quite
different from what they feel about Oedipa Maas and Slothrop at the close of their respective narratives.
Some even admit, unfashionably, to being close to tears.

No doubt this is largely due to Pynchon’s deft characterisation of the two protagonists and their
human, all too human relationship. Also, few people can remain unmoved when reflecting upon the terrible
consequences of Mason and Dixon’s line-making mission. There is another factor, though, contributing to
the last chapter’s impact. I refer, of course, to structure. By adhering to the conventions of tragedy as
defined by Aristotle and refined by Freytag, Mason & Dixon reaches the parts that other Pynchon novels
can’t reach.

CONCLUSION

John Barth once defined plot as an ‘incremental perturbation of an unstable homeostatic system,
and its catastrophic restoration to a complexified equilibrium’.34   He was only half-joking, as this restates in
Latinate terms the chief elements of Freytag’s scheme. An Initial Situation (unstable homeostatic system)
is disturbed by Conflict and Complications (incremental perturbation). A Climax (catastrophic restoration)
leads to a Resolution (complexified equilibrium).

Barth discusses Freytag’s ideas in “Lost in the Funhouse”. This is ironic as the short story does not
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correspond to the formula at all, but twists, jerks and spirals round itself, much like Mason and Dixon. Despite
his rebelliousness, Barth’s narrator does, however, defend traditional storytelling techniques:

While there is no reason to regard this pattern as an absolute necessity, like many other conventions
it became conventional because great numbers of people over many years learned by trial and
error that it was effective; one ought not to forsake it, therefore, unless he wishes to forsake as well
the effect of drama or has a clear cause to feel that deliberate violation of the “normal” pattern can
better effect that dramatic effect.35

Pynchon, I have argued, does not entirely forsake this normal pattern in Mason & Dixon, although he places
it alongside many other alternatives. The rereader will do well to follow Freytag’s contours when traversing
the text if they do not wish to be lost, like Mason, in the vortex.

It may be objected that this kind of reading dragoons Pynchon to conform to the structural imperatives
of a type of narrative theory no longer pertaining to postmodernist fiction. But I believe there is some value
in slicing Mason & Dixon into Freytag-sized fragments. Simplifying the complex is not always a reductionist
strategy, but can help us to better perceive a text’s irreducibility by observing it from a distance. Mason &
Dixon, like the Lambton Worm in Dixon’s tale, will always reassemble itself into a rich indeterminacy, no
matter how many times it is hacked into pieces.




